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Bears hibernate. They spend all year eating salmon, blueberries,
and picnic baskets and then, sometime around baseball playoffs,
they all wander off to a cave full of treasure and explorers’ skulls where they curl up in a big furry ball and snore
away the winter.
Everybody knows this! Even small children too young to attend to their own biological functions know how these
wild animals make it through a period of harsh weather and food shortage. But beyond the fact that bears den up in
winter, what do we really know of these lumbering slumber beasts and the secrets they keep beneath the ice and
snow?
Let’s start with this bit of housekeeping—cursory Googling of bears and hibernation will lead you to all sorts of trash
talk saying bears aren’t “true hibernators.”
True hibernators, such as Arctic ground squirrels, are capable of dropping their body temperatures below the
freezing point of water, conditions so cold that neurons in the brain’s cortex are physically incapable of firing. Not to
mention you can do all sorts of awful things to true hibernators while they slumber—like, oh, I don’t know, locking
marmots in airtight jars filled with carbonic acid and hydrogen.
I know what you’re thinking: First Lance Armstrong, then Manti Te’o, and now this. But before you sit the kids down
and blow their fragile little minds with the message that bears may not be true hibernators, consider that science is
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something of a moving target. The more we learn, the more questions we raise.
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“In my opinion, bears are the best hibernators,” says Brian Barnes, director of the Institute of Arctic Biology at the
University of Alaska Fairbanks. “Their body is a closed system. They can get through winter with only oxygen—it’s
all they need.”
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Using infrared cameras, surgically implanted electrocardiograms, and radio transmitters, Barnes and his team
monitored hibernating black bears (Ursus americanus) for three years. Think of it as CBS’s Big Brother—except
someone actually cared about the bear feeds. Their research showed that bears can drop their heart rate from 55
to 9 beats per minute and reduce their metabolism by an incredible 53 percent. They accomplish this without
compromising much on body temperature, a crucial fact that allows bears to be more alert than true hibernators.
(Those fancy squirrels can require hours to thaw out.)
Higher body temperatures also allow hibernating bears to keep newborn cubs warm. During a period when most
animals are locked in hand-to-hand combat with the bony fists of Death, bears perform the miracle of Life. Bear
reproduction is actually sort of a boring story though, so let’s move on to …
DO BEARS MATE IN THE WOODS?
I’m kidding, of course. Bear reproduction is all kinds of curious. The coitus occurs in spring or summer, when many
animals are already giving birth. The male is aided by a penis bone called a baculum, which is not attached to the
rest of the skeleton. (Baculi are rather common among mammals, from walruses and chimps to cats and bats.
Because the Internet is a wonderful, horrible place, you can purchase baculi online, where they are marketed
improbably as Mountain Man Toothpicks. Humans do not have penis bones, alas. Just the euphemism.)
After bears rock it in the usual way, the reproductive process takes a hard left from everything you learned in that
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sex-ed class taught by the school gym teacher. Following fertilization, the baby bears stop growing after becoming
multicelled blastocysts. For a few months, they just float around in a state of arrested development known as
delayed implantation. Should the female bear fail to fatten up enough over the course of the year, her body can put
the kibosh on pregnancy in an act of self-preservation. Conversely, if times are good, her body will allow more
blastocysts to develop and implant in her womb—adjusting the number of cubs created based on fat stores.
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Even though the deed is done months ahead of time, active gestation is surprisingly short—just 60 days in polar
bears—and this results in helpless, underdeveloped cubs that are usually born between November and February,
depending on the species and climate. Super-rich milk ensures that by the time spring comes, the cubs are ready to
hit the ground running in a life-or-death race to rotundness. Polar bear milk contains up to 46 percent fat and tastes
like the chalky cream of a fishy cow. And how do we know what it tastes like? Well, because polar bear scientists
like Andrew Derocher are absurdly dedicated dudes.
“Don’t get me wrong, I’m not walking around drinking cups of the stuff,” Derocher says, “but I’m always amazed
when you take a graduate student all the way out onto the sea ice and they won’t try it.”
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When he isn’t making budding scientists question their life choices, Derocher is busy darting polar bears and getting
people riled up about climate change. He has witnessed the effects of a warming Arctic firsthand, and his most
recent paper argues for a sooner-rather-than-later discussion of action plans, before we find ourselves in the
middle of an “impending starvation event in polar bears.”
Derocher also has an opinion on the bear hibernation issue. “The best way to think about the whole spectrum of
hibernation is exactly that—it’s a smear that goes all the way from Arctic ground squirrels on up to bears,” he says.
Even at the outer end of that spectrum, bears are capable of some weird shit. Notably, the lack of it. A beddeddown bear goes all winter long without defecating even once. They also forego urination. Remember that closed
system Barnes was raving about? Through some sort of uric alchemy, bears can recycle their waste products into
essential amino acids—literally turning piss into protein. Even a bear’s bones are adapted to endure long periods of
disuse without weakening. No wonder they don’t seem to get osteoporosis.
The little pipsqueak mammals that engage in true hibernation must wake up periodically to nibble from stashes of
food, drink water, perform calisthenics, and any number of other half-measures. Bears do not, and they can go
without all of these life luxuries for more than half a freaking year.
In the Hudson Bay, a female polar bear may bed down for more than 240 days without nourishment, one of the
longest known fasts of any mammal. Even polar bears in less extreme climates manage to lose on average 280
pounds a winter, or an incredible 1.7 pounds a day. Of course, this includes the weight of however many cubs she
pops out. Female bears are mystical she-beasts.
Now, there’s just this one last awkward thing. It’s that, well, not all bears hibernate. I know, this is worse than when
Pluto had its planet card revoked, but you were going to find out sometime. So let’s rip off that Band-Aid together.
The sun bears (Ursus malayanus) and sloth bears (Melursus ursinus) of Southeast Asia do not hibernate. Nor do
the spectacled bears (Tremarctos ornatus) of South America. All live in climates without significant seasonal
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shortages of food and thus need not den up for winter. Sloth bears sometimes wait out the monsoon season in
dens, but if you had hair like this, you’d probably try to stay dry, too.
The giant pandas (Ailuropoda melanoleuca) also do not hibernate. Their diet consists almost entirely of 30 different
species of bamboo, of which they can digest only around 21 percent. This means an adult that weighs 200 pounds
might have to Instagram more than 30 pounds of bamboo a day, and an animal that barely eats enough to survive
can’t put on the necessary fat for hibernation.
Male polar bears (Ursus maritimus) often don’t hibernate. If pandas were voted Most Vegetarian in high school, the
Arctic ice bears took home Most Likely To Bathe in Blood. All sorts of potential prey creatures remain active on, in,
and under the Arctic sea ice year-round just waiting to be gobbled up. Only pregnant females den up reliably during
winter. Derocher can attest to males waiting out particularly nasty weather or periods of poor hunting in ice dens.
Sometimes they just curl up and let the snow bury them.
Adult male black bears have also been known to bail out on this distinctive trait of bearhood, spending the winter
gorging on acorns, beech nuts, and whatever human babies they can steal in the night. (I kid. Black bears are
mostly vegetarians. Mostly.)
As for grizzlies, we know both sexes hit the den but have little idea what happens once they’re in there, as grizzlies
are such raging monsters they’ve been known to charge and leap at helicopters full of scientists. Or as Derocher
describes them, grizzlies are “wired, unpredictable, and mad as hell.” But who knows, maybe they’re having a tea
party in there.
In any event, whether you call it “light hibernation,” “torpor,” or “carnivore lethargy,” there’s no denying that (some)
bears are straight up winter wizards. Sometimes, black bears even hibernate in the tops of trees like Keebler elves.
Which reminds me, I wonder how E.L. Fudge cookies taste dipped in polar bear milk.
--SLATE
- © Fairfax NZ News
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